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attracting scent for elk, mule deer, blacktail deer or white-
tails or choose a cover scent of Earth, Pine, Sage, Juniper or 
Cedar. Warner said the Fireless Smoke lasts an extremely 
long time in the bottle and can be used up by a hunter over 
several seasons. For additional information, phone the 
Hamilton, Montana company at (406) 961-1466. 

� e Hunga Munga head is claiming a strong step for-
ward in mechanical broadhead design because it o� ers 
hunters in-line blade clip technology with an independent 
release to ensure a quiet, reliable and repeatable shot every 
time. According to Hunga Munga CEO Chris Miles (right), 
who’s shown here with Jayme Turner, vice president of 
sales and marketing, there is no O-ring required to keep the 
blades from opening; 
instead, as each blade 
of the Hunga Munga 
is closed, it pushes 
against the blade clip 
and stretches it from 
the center. � is new 
technology holds 
each blade securely 
with an even clamp-
ing pressure and 
allows independent 
blade deployment. It 
is currently available 
as a 100 grain model with a 1-7/16 inch cut diameter and 
is made in the USA. To learn more, call (703) 203-2905 or 
(801) 473-9134.

New Archery Products is under new ownership but 
that hasn’t diminished the company’s commitment to and 
passion for archery. According to Senior Manufacturing 
Engineer Chris Kozlik, shown here, the Illinois � rm is intro-
ducing several new hunting heads for 2015. � e economical 
new Redneck is designed for ultra speed bows, including 
crossbows and o� ers a simple � xed blade design with three 
.027 inch replaceable, ultra sharp o� set blades.

The Spitfire 
TripleX o� ers shoot-
ers a massive 2 inch 
cutting diameter 
with a time tested 
and proven three 
blade design for 
maximum take-
down power. The 
Slingblade is an eco-
nomical mechani-
cal head designed 
for ultra fast bows 
and crossbows and 
its simple, rugged 
design promises the 
blades will never 
open in � ight. � is 
is a two blade, rear 
deploying head with 
a 1-7/8 inch cutting 

diameter. NAP’s � nal new broadhead is the 100 grain Trivex, 
which is based on the proven Spit� re geometry in a more 
economical design.  

NAP has added the Nighthawk arrow rest for 2015. It 
features a sound dampening Santoprene covering and laser 
graduations to make tuning quick and easy. � e Nighthawk 
has an ultra lightweight magnesium housing to keep the 
weight down and a pre-installed felt silencer on the launch 
head to minimize sound. Reach NAP at (708) 488-2500 for 
more information. 

Sims Vibration Labs is o� ering shooters a new line 
of bow stabilizers for 2015. Corey Paulson (right in the 
photo at right), who’s 
pictured with com-
pany owner Steve 
Sims, said the new LS 
Hunter Stabilizer is 
a sleek, carbon � ber 
frame unit that is 
packed full of vibra-
tion dampening tech-
nology designed to 
knock out noise and 
hand shock. A remov-
able Broadband node 
neutralizes vibration 
and helps reduce bow 
jump while improving 
bow balance. � e LS 
Hunter is 9-1/2 inches 
long and available in eight di� erent camou� age patterns. 

Paulson showed us the new LS Hunter Lite and said it is 
the lightest stabilizer Limbsaver has ever o� ered. It features 
a vibration dampening Broadhead node and has a frame 
packed with Limbsaver particles that cut out hand shock, 
vibration and noise. � e 7 inch LS Hunter Lite lives up to its 
name because it weighs only 3-1/2 ounces. Paulson said the 
HD S-Coil stabilizer features an all new design that is avail-
able in the most popular camou� age patterns to � t each 
hunter’s preference.

� e HD-S Coil has redesigned geometry that greatly 
reduces vibration, hand shock and unwanted noise. At 
4-1/2 inches in length, it is perfect for the hunter who wants 
minimal interference while hunting in tight places.   
Target archers will be interested in Limbsaver’s new LS Target 
Stabilizer, which is made out of high end, sturdy carbon � ber 
tubing that is � lled with Navcom particles. Each stabilizer is 
factory tuned for optimum vibration control and promises 
to give the shooter a noticeably smoother and quieter shot. 
It is available in eight sizes, ranging from 8 to 34 inches. 
Paulson noted any target stabilizer can be upgraded to a 
dynamic stabilizer with the new Target Stabilizer Dampener, 
now available. � is product is designed to be positioned on 
most stabilizers to maximize performance tuning. Two sizes 
are available to � t a wide range of stabilizers. To learn more, 
phone (877) 257-2761. 

It’s obvious from the photo on the next page that the 
Media Direct luncheon was well attended by writers as well 
as manufacturers. Media Direct provides public relations 
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and advertising services for a number of manufacturers to 
ensure exposure through a variety of media outlets. Media 
Direct (309-944-5341) performs an important service for 
archery retailers and their customers because it informs the 
public about new products and developments throughout 
the outdoor industry. Members of the media had time to 
mingle with more than a dozen manufacturers to learn of 
the latest products from their companies. 

Paul Marion of the Wildlife Research Center (right in 
photo below right) was surrounded by writers at the Media 
Direct luncheon 
wanting to learn 
more about the var-
ious products pro-
duced by his com-
pany. Marion noted 
this year marked 
the 25th edition 
of Special Golden 
Estrus, an extremely 
popular, effective, 
fresh and super pre-
mium whitetail doe 
urine with estrus 
secretions. 

Eric Bidigare and Kerry Verran began KTech Designs 
a few years ago and their small company soon became a 
big player in the � eld of bow stabilizers. When we stopped 
into their booth, we were pleasantly surprised to learn they 
have designed a new mul-
tipurpose engineered bow 
vise that works with cross-
bows, compound bows, 
ri� es, shotguns, AR style 
ri� es or any other � rearm. 
� e partners were kept 
busy by dozens of dealers 
who were placing orders 
or observing Verran’s dem-
onstration of the new Multi 
Vise. Bidigare, who’s seen 
at right placing a cross-
bow in the vise, noted the 
same head on the vise 
can be used to hold any 
type of bow or � rearm and 
that there are no levers 
to adjust, which saves a 

dealer time. To learn 
more about this prod-
uct shown at right, call 
KTech Designs at (810) 
309-1582. 

Dan, Barb and 
Vince Grundman (left 
to right) were busy 
� lling orders for Flex-
Fletch vanes but the  
trio was also excited 
to show o�  the new 
Flex-Fletch Flame 
arrow wraps. Five 
attractive Flame wraps 
promise to dress up 
any arrow while six 
new Featherlite � ame 
wraps were designed 
to complement the 
2 inch long Flame 
vane introduced 
last year. � e wraps 
look good but only 
have the weight of a 
feather, Vince noted. 
� e Featherlite wraps 
come in red, yellow, 
blue, green, orange and pink. For more information, call 
Flex-Fletch at (800) 626-3844.

� e majority of bowhunters hunt from trees but � nd-
ing a suitable branch to hang a bow or other gear can be 
problematic at times. To solve this problem, Last Chance 
Archery is now o� ering the Power Lock Pro, a product that 
makes looking for a place to hang calls, bows or rattling ant-
lers while hunting a thing of the past. Jonathan Clark is pic-
tured here with the new Power Lock Pro screwed into a tree 
stump and a heavy crossbow hanging at the end. Because of 
an ingenious built-in pilot hole spike that doubles to keep 
the Power Lock Pro � rmly in place, heavy items can be hung 
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with con� dence. Hunters will like the idea that extra hooks 
are available.

Last Chance Archery has also introduced the new LCA 
Draw Board, which Clark said is the perfect tool for tuning 
any bow to perfection. It can be used to check cam timing, 
draw length and cam lean or to set an arrow rest with more 
precision than ever. Call Last Chance Archery to learn 
more at (706) 654-1961.

Who let the dogs out? It was Ray and Seth Myers of 
Bulldog Targets by introducing the new Wiener Dog, a 
tough 24 x 48 x 16 inch target Ray (left in photo at right) 
said is pound for pound the toughest and most practical 
range target available. Dealers will appreciate how easy 
this target is to rebuild and how easy it is to handle. Myers 
noted it is an excellent choice for commercial ranges 
and clubs.

Seth noted shooters will like the Doghouse FF because 
of its � at face, which makes pinning a paper target to the 
face a simple matter, while crossbow users will be interested 
in the Doghouse XP because it o� ers a full foot of stopping 
power. Ray explained that the Doghouse XP is tough and 
mean and it doesn’t matter how fast an arrow hits it. Seth 
noted that the major feature of the targets is their lifetime 
warranty. If a target ever wears out, it will be replaced or 
a new polypropylene cover will be provided to recover it. 
Learn more by calling (204) 800-3170.

Hunters take their gear seriously and most are looking 
for accessories that will hold up under tough � eld conditions 
and look good as well. Je�  McNail, vice president of sales at 
Truglo, who’s pictured below, said the new o� erings by his 
company generated a great deal of interest from dealers. 
McNail said this Carbon Hybrid Micro sight shown below 
is the � rst and only archery sight constructed with the opti-
mum combination of carbon composites and aluminum. 
As a result, shoot-
ers can expect an 
excellent strength 
to weight ratio and 
unparalleled dura-
bility. McNail said 
the Carbon Hybrid 
Micro is setting a 

new standard for ultra lightweight multi-pin archery sights.
Another new sight sure to generate a great deal of inter-

est from shooters is this new Archer’s Choice Range-Rover 
Pro. Shooters can hone their long distance accuracy with 
the PWR Dot illuminated Center Dot, which is a 1/2 inch 
diameter circle. � e Range-Rover Pro also comes with 40 
pre-marked yard-
age tapes to simplify 
setup. For added 
accuracy at longer 
ranges, the sight 
housing accepts an 
optional 1.87 inch 
scope lens.
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� e Storm is a new price point capture style arrow rest 
with adjustable brushes that hold an arrow at almost any 
angle. � e dual coil launcher is adjustable and replaceable. 
It installs easily and shooters can choose from � ve colors of 
matching inserts to customize it to their liking.

McNail noted the Carbon XS, shown here and the 
Up-Draft are two new drop-away rests that are available 
this year. � e Carbon XS attaches to the downward moving 
buss cable while the Up-Draft 
attaches to either the top or 
bottom limb. Both rests can 
be installed on either the left 
or the right and both feature 
sealed bushings to increase 
downward speed at launch. 
More information on any 
of these products can be 
obtained by calling Truglo at 
(972) 774-0300. 

Apex Gear is o� ering shooters a choice of two new sights 
in the Covert Series this year. � e Covert Pro, shown here, 
features the all new PWR Dot illuminated Center Dot, which 
provides shooters with an adjustable green LED center 
dot with 11 brightness 
settings for superior 
long distance accuracy. 
� e aperture housing 
allows for easy verti-
cal and horizontal tilt 
adjustments for more 
� ne-tuning options.

� e Covert gives 
shooters a choice of 
either this single pin 
model featuring Versa-
Pin Technology or an 
adjustable four pin 
model. With Versa-Pin 
Technology, shooters 
can change pin size 
and even pin color in 
seconds. � e four pin 
Covert is equipped with a roving bracket, which, when 
locked, enables the sight to be used as a traditional � xed 
pin sight but when unlocked, lets the sight be dialed for 
deadly accuracy.

� e Attitude, shown here, is yet another Apex Gear 
o� ering for 2015. It is a compact, ultra-lightweight sight that 
comes equipped with rugged Pro-Brite Pin Technology, 
which minimizes pin gap and maximizes pin brightness. � e 
Attitude provides shooters with the unique option of illumi-
nating a single pin by using the patented Opti-Choice Pin 
Selector. By simply rotating a wheel, a shooter can illumi-
nate a single pin 
or all � ve pins on 
this sight. To learn 
more about Apex 
products, phone 
(877) 701-2739. 

Battenfeld Technologies is an industry leading manu-
facturer of shooting, reloading, gunsmithing and gun clean-
ing supplies. Marketing Manager Kyle Smith (right) and 
Product Manager Matt Kinamore told ArrowTrade their 
company was primarily geared toward � rearms but they are 
now o� ering the new Magnum DeadShot FieldPod, which 
will be of interest to some crossbow shooters. � e Magnum 
FieldPod has a maximum deployment height of over 60 
inches, so it can be used from a standing as well as a sitting 
position or even from a chair. Spiked foot inserts ensure 
a solid grip on any terrain. Shooters will appreciate the 
Magnum’s ultra smooth rotation and tilt adjustment, which 
allow precise target acquisition. 

Archery enthusiasts will be interested in the Ballistic 
Precision Chronograph that provides accurate velocity mea-
surements across a wide range of shooting conditions. 
� e unit is simple to operate and displays velocity in feet 
or meters per second. Users can download a free app that 
displays the velocity of each shot on the phone screen 
and records it with other data, identifying the load and 
environmental conditions. � e app also automatically cal-
culates average velocity, standard deviation and other per-
tinent data. To learn more about these or other Battenfeld 
Technologies products, including the recently acquired 
Hooyman trimming saw line, call (877) 509-9160. 

Hunters work hard for a shot at game and when that 
shot is taken, no one wants to lose a game animal due to 
a less than perfect hit or as a result of poor weather condi-
tions. � e Game Vector Game Recovery System by Iron 
Mountain Products will help reduce game loss when the 
blood trail disappears or if it is wiped out due to rain or 
snow. � e Game Vector has been speci� cally designed 
for � nding mortally wounded game by using cutting edge 
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digital technology that is e� ective to a range of up to 2 
miles. Dennis Steinman, seen above, told interested dealers 
the Hiderider transmitter can be used with any arrow and 
broadhead combination and is reusable. It has a 48 to 72 
hour battery life and will reduce search time and increase 
success. � e Game Vector is available in a complete kit 
containing a receiver, a Hiderider transmitter, two practice 
capsules that have the same weight as the real transmitter 
and two retainers. � e company can be reached by calling 
(866) 535-8009. 

Bob Whitman 
(left in photo at right) 
and Rick Leasure said 
dealers showed a lot 
of interest in High 
Point Archery’s new 
Black Max universal 
treestand bow holder. 
Leasure said all of his 
company’s bow and 
crossbow holders are 
made with glass � lled 
nylon to make them 
extremely durable. 
� e Black Max can 
be mounted on either 
side of a treestand and the new carriage bolt mount-
ing screw makes installation a snap because no tools are 
required. � e Black Max can be rotated a full 360 degrees 
and locked securely every 5 degrees. � e Black Max comes 
in two models: the original Drill model and the Clamp On 
model that � ts 1 inch and 3/4 inch square tubing.

Leasure noted High Point Archery now o� ers 3-D life-
like branches that allow a hunter to better conceal his stand. 
� e branches expand to cover a hunter’s outline as well. 
� ey easily attach to all treestands using 1 inch and 3/4 inch 
tubing. � e branches are wire reinforced and pack down 
neatly for transporting or removing a stand. Reach the com-
pany at (866) 674-6480 to learn more.

We caught up with Mossy Oak’s Media Communications 
Manager Dustin Whitacre and learned about the excit-
ing new camou� age pattern being introduced this year. 
Whitacre explained that extensive � eld testing has resulted 
in the development of a revolutionary new pattern 
called Mossy Oak Break-Up Country, which can truly be 

e� ective regardless of where a hunter lives or when he hunts. 
Whitacre, shown above, explained the pattern features a 
variety of elements found throughout North America and 
was designed with an equal focus on blending in and break-
ing up a hunter’s outline. In addition, the pattern elements 
are true to nature’s size and provide the perfect amount of 

depth and shadowing, which makes the 
pattern adaptable to a number of hunting 
situations and light periods throughout 
the day.  Mossy Oak Break-Up Country 
combines digitally enhanced, life-sized 
natural elements with the perfect color 
tones to help a hunter blend in and shad-
owing elements that truly break up his 
outline. Customers can expect to see the 
new pattern on a variety of items this fall. 
To lean more, contact Joedee Robinson at 
(662) 494-8859, ext. 2234.

� e Bohning Company has been a 
cornerstone of the archery industry since 
1946 and continues to o� er innovative 
new products for retailers and consum-
ers alike. � e Tower Fletching Jig, shown 

here, makes it easy for 
everyday archers to con-
struct or repair arrow 
shafts because it re-
� etches three vanes at 
once and keeps them 
precisely 120 degrees 
apart. Currently, there 
are � ve Tower Fletching 
Jig models available 
that meet the need of 
any shooter: the Triple 
Tower, Helix Tower 
and Impulse Tower for 
� etching Impulse vanes; 
the Crossbow Tower and 
the Feather Tower that 

� etches feathers with a 2 degree right or left o� set. Shooters 
will be interested to know Mylar vane Tower arms are 
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now available and 
all Tower arms are 
compatible with the 
Tower Jig base. 

The Bohning 
Aqua Reel (B.A.R.), 
which is pictured here 
mounted on a bow 
held by Bohning’s 
Bob Potter, is another 
new o� ering for 2015. 
� e Aqua Reel is a 
unique bowfishing 
spinning reel fea-
turing a cable acti-
vated bail that opens 
automatically on the 
draw and an adjust-
able drag. An anod-
ized aluminum spool 
� lled with 50 yards 
of 80 pound test line 
comes standard. 

To complement 
the new Aqua Reel, 
Bohning is o� ering 
this Stronghold � sh point, which features a hardened steel 
tip and three stainless steel barbs that reverse inside the � sh 
for easy removal. � e tip glues and pins onto 5/16 inch � sh-
ing shafts for security.

� is year marks the 10th anniversary of Bohning’s popu-
lar Blazer Vanes, which have a new look. � ey are available 
in 21 colors and come in packs of 36, 100 or 1000. Reach 
Bohning at (231) 229-4247.

Easton o� ered a dozen Deep Six XD shafts to anyone 
willing to get an Easton logo shaved onto his or her head. 
In the photo below, Mike Sisk (left) of Mike’s Bow Shop 
in Salem, Iowa and Brandon Hoskins from Cumberland 
Outdoors in Barbourville, Kentucky couldn’t wait to sport 
the new look. � ey had a choice of � ve logo styles, two of 
which are pictured here. Reach Easton at (801) 539-1400.

Wildlife Research 
Products produces a 
number of scent and 
scent elimination 
products that are very 
popular with hunters 

for a simple reason: they 
work. Paul Marion (pictured 
here), director of marketing 
at the company, reminded 
dealers all products manu-
factured by the company are 
backed with a 100 percent 
money back guarantee. To 
emphasize the quality of the 
product, Marion noted this 
is the 25th edition of Special 
Golden Estrus, a widely 
popular estrus deer scent. 
To celebrate this milestone 
and to emphasize the e� ec-
tiveness of Golden Estrus, 
Wildlife Research Products 

o� ers it in a special golden bottle. Consumers can look for 
this special edition in 1 ounce blister carded bottles con-
taining two free Key Wicks or in a blister carded 4 ounce 
version that comes with one Magnum Key Wick. � is year, 
the company is o� ering dealers attractive displays of Scent 
Killer Gold and Special Golden Estrus. � e Scent Killer 
Gold comes in a display of 180 spray bottles, each of which 
contains 24 ounces of Scent Killer, while the new Gold Mine 
display features 72 1 ounce bottles of Special Golden Estrus. 
Reach the Minnesota company at (763) 427-3350 to learn 
more. 

Anyone who has ever tried loading a deer onto the 
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back of a pickup 
truck by him or 
herself knows 
how di�  cult that 
task can be. Buck 
Cuffs by Buck 
Wild LLC solve 
that problem and 
some others as 
well. Jon Munson 
(right in photo at 
right) and Kenny 
Heknuis were in 
the Innovation 
Room and said 
they had a lot of dealer 
interest in their innovative 
product because Buck Cu� s 
keep a deer’s front or back 
legs together so that they 
don’t � op around. With the 
legs secured, a deer can 
be pulled or lifted into the 
back of a pickup by one per-
son and it’s even easier with 
a partner. Buck Cu� s are lightweight and � t into a coat or 
pant pocket so they are less likely to be left in a pack or in 
the back of a truck and are always available when needed. 
To � nd out more, call Buck Wild at (616) 834-0680.

Ladder stands are popular with many hunters but they 
can prove to be di�  cult to erect. Previously, to secure the top 
bracket of a ladder stand, the user had to climb the ladder 
and secure the bracket to the tree. � is could pose a danger 
if the hunter slips or loses his or her balance while securing 
the bracket. � e LockJawz treestand eliminates this poten-
tial hazard because it utilizes an innovative new rope and 
pulley system to secure the top bracket of the stand prior to 
climbing the ladder. Dave Gorisk (left in photo below) and 
his partner Jim Boekeloo said the LockJawz treestand will 
be available in several models, including a double wide ver-
sion, a lightweight aluminum version and a single version. 
Gorisk said the LockJawz will be the only treestand that can 
be taken out of the box and straight to the � eld because 
no assembly will be required. Hunters will like how this 
stand folds � at and converts into a game cart. For a slight 
additional fee, a hunter can have his name laser cut into the 
frame of the stand 
to make it easy to 
identify in case of 
theft. Boekeloo 
noted the pulley 
will have a posi-
tion for a lock to be 
inserted as added 
insurance against 
theft. To learn 
more, contact the 
company at (815) 
878-5469.

� ose who hunt from ground blinds 
know what can happen when an unexpected 
late fall snowstorm hits an area and it’s no 
fun seeing a collapsed blind when you’re 
ready to hunt. � e Blind Saver System by 
Blue River Innovations may solve the prob-
lem of collapsed ground blinds because it 
is designed to support the roof of the blind 
and prevents roof collapse in the event of 
heavy rain, snow or ice. � e Ground Blind 
Roof Support, pictured here, is constructed 
from � ber reinforced nylon and heavy-duty 
aluminum. It works on all hub style ground 
blinds, installs in seconds and extends up 
to 88 inches, according to Je�  Dankenbring, 
shown here. For 
extra security, 
use the firm’s 
spiral anchors, 
shown held in 
Dankenbring ’s 
right hand, to 
anchor the blind 
against strong 
winds. Call 
Dankenbring at 
(785) 562-8386 to 
learn more.

S t e p h a n 
L owy of 
R e a l G a m e 
Targets manned the booth in the Innovation Zone and 
informed dealers about a new product o� ering for archery 
and bowhunting consumers. RealGame Target Skins are 
18 x 18 inch high resolution images of real deer and other 
game animals with a peel and stick backing that adheres 
to any layered or bag target. According to Lowy, who is pic-
tured below, Target Skins recreate a lifelike experience of 
what a hunter actually sees in the � eld. Hunters can build 
con� dence in practice sessions because they can target 
an animal’s vital zone and not just shoot at a bull’s-eye on 
a conventional target. � e vital strike zone on the target 
is outlined but can’t be seen from a distance of 10 yards 
or more. � e target skins are UV resistant, waterproof and 
durable. � e target size, position, resolution and aspect ratio 
are specially designed to replicate the conditions a hunter 

experiences while in the � eld. Call (877) 777-6178 for 
additional information or to order. 
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One Arrow
     AND YOU’LL KNOW.
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Using scent to attract a game animal, especially during 
the rut, is a tactic employed by many bowhunters and there 
are various ways to dispense scent. Je�  and Jackie Sansone, 
who are pictured here, are owners and wholesale distribu-
tors of the SCUD In Flight Scent Dispenser System, which 
they said is a � eld tested and proven method for a hunter 
to lay down a scent line up to 100 yards from a stand. To 
use the SCUD, a hunter needs only to � ll it with a scent of 
choice, attach the scent � lled pod to an arrow and shoot it 
downrange. � e scent automatically dispenses, is stronger 
near the hunting site and tapers o�  at longer ranges, just like 
it would in nature. To learn more about this product, phone 
(573) 885-1047.

Brownell & Company is now o� ering Fury and Rhino 
bowstring materials 
in 1/8 pound spools 
and four new col-
ors: charcoal, cran-
berry, purple and 
baby blue. “� e top 
of the line and best 
selling is Fury,” Rob 
Smith commented.

On the accesso-
ries side, there are 
two new products. 
Xpert Wax Pads are 
made from a felt-like 
material impreg-
nated with a special 
100 percent natural 
wax blend. � e nice 
thing about these 
pads is that they 
wax, lubricate and 

clean the bowstring, making the string colors look good as 
well as lubricating them. � e six pads contained in the pack-
age can be used multiple times and work with all bowstring 
materials. 

� e second new accessory is the TPU Speed Nock 

System; a safer alternative to a brass nock, it installs easily 
when threaded over the string with the aid of a cotter pin. 
Like a speed nock, it increases arrow speed while it silences 
string noise and vibration, has centralized weight for per-
formance, tightly locks on the serving and weighs approxi-
mately 20 grains. � e durable rubber TPU comes in black, 
white, gray, yellow, red, blue, purple, pink, brown, orange 
and lime green. “We are very excited about o� ering the TPU 
Speed sleeves. � ey � t the Brownell line well with the quality 
and performance they o� er. Available in 11 di� erent colors, 
there is an option for every color combination of string,” Rob 
Smith said. Brownell can be reached at (860) 873-8625.

In business 
since 2004, Buck 
Bomb strives to 
deliver products 
to help fellow 
hunters afield.  
Pictured here 
are Jenny and 
Rob Hicks, own-
ers of � e Barn 
Archery in Spencer, 
Indiana, talking with 
Sam Shockley and 
Zig Schmidt, with 
Darrin Brown in the 
background. Rob 
commented that the 
shop has an even 
bigger display of 
Buck Bomb products 
than what was con-
tained in this 2015 
ATA Show booth.

“When I use the 
product, I always see 
deer,” Schmidt said. 

Shockley was 
also an adamant 
spokesperson for the 
company, sharing pictures and stories from his hunts. “I 
know it works. I probably had the best hunting season I’ve 
ever had. Each time, I’ve seen deer,” he said.

For 2015, the original Buck Bomb aerosol dispersal sys-
tem now has 33 percent more “bang for your buck,” covers 
from the early to late season and works as an attractant or 
a cover scent. � e Corn Holer, a screw in the ground food/
mineral attractant introduced in 2013, has evolved into the 
Tree Hugger, new for 2015. Using the proven formula of the 
Corn Holer, the Tree Hugger delivers 20 pounds of attractant 
anchored to a dead tree site or a post site prepared by you 
that deer, bear, elk or hogs will return to.

“� ey do a lot of research. It’s tested. It’s proven. � ey 
� gure out the mechanics of it and understand the deer and 
what they’re attracted to,” Shockley said concerning all the 
products o� ered. Buck Bomb can be reached in Maryland 
at (866) 850-6653 or you can visit www.buckbomb.com for 
more information.
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The island 
booth display for 
the Buck Stop 
Lure Company
attractively pro-
moted the line of 
hunting scents, 
lures and acces-
sories produced 
by this 62 year 
old company. 
Artist John Rois 
was another fun 
attraction, as 
he quickly drew 
complimentar y 
caricatures of 
people such as 
Ethan Snyder 
from Woodbury 
Out� tters, shown 
above sitting for 
his portrait.

At left, Buck 
Stop owners 
Bonnie and Brian 
Johanson proudly 

carry on the innovative tradition of founder Don Garbow, 
who started the business in 1953. Brian told ArrowTrade

about Buck Stop’s latest development: 53 Buck Lure. � is 
lure is di� erent from other synthetics on the market because 
it does not attempt to replicate urine. Instead, it is the smell 
of the deer themselves, an outdoorsy but sweet smell that 
makes a powerful attractant or cover-up scent with multiple 
applications. It can be used on a scent wick or applied to lick-
ing branches and it works as a mock rub starter. “� e really 
nice aspect is the deer stay in the area longer and hunters 
are reporting they are 
actually seeing more 
deer in the area when 
they use the product,” 
Brian said. 

An advantage of a 
synthetic lure is that it 
can be used anywhere, 
even in states that do 
not allow urine based 
lures. With an inde� -
nite shelf life, the 
unique 53 Buck Lure 
retails for $8.95. More 
information can be 
found at www.buck-
stopscents.com or by 
calling (800) 477-2368.

Chris Stuckel  
(right), owner and 
designer of FieldTorq 
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Knives, had a booth in the Innovation Zone but 
ArrowTrade talked to him in the Featured Product area. 
Stuckel, an avid hunter, has spent 20 years working on 
designing and testing the hunting knife he has brought 
to the market.

� e Viscerator hunting knife is like three tools in one: 
gut hook, pelvic bone splitter and utility knife. Using the 
concept of opposing blades, the twin bladed design pro-
tects the user by eliminating all exterior cutting surfaces.

“� ere is a problem with all knives on the market 
today. � e problem is they cut indiscriminately and they 
only cut soft objects. � e Viscerator line from FieldTorq 
Knives cuts not only soft but hard objects as well, mean-
ing that the blade will cut hide, � esh and bone. It cuts 
precisely what you want it to cut due to the two bladed 
design, which allows for safe � eld dressing, capping, 

skinning of all big 
game animals. 
Additionally, it 
allows for the 
use of lever-
age or torque to 
break pelvic bone 
and sternum,” 
Stuckel said.

Shown at 
the top is the 
Viscerator with a 
Pakka wood han-
dle with a palm 
swell for comfort, 
mosaic pins and a 

brass gusset. � e lower knife has a handle made from 
G10, which is “the hardest, strongest, most durable knife 
handle material made,” according to Stuckel. “It is similar 
to Kevlar.” � e knife has torque head screws.

FieldTorq Knives come extremely sharp and the pack-
age includes an instruction brochure, a sharpener and 
a lifetime warranty. For more information, contact the 
company in Neenah, Wisconsin at (855) 729-2900 or email 
info@� eldtorqknives.com.

At the Great American Products booth, ArrowTrade
learned about this family owned business. “We are the 
largest licensed drink ware manufacturer in the nation, 
primarily for licensed sports: NHL, NFL, NBA, MLB and 
college. Our customer base is from mom and pops to 
multi-million dollar big boxes: for instance, Bed, Bath and 
Beyond; Walmart. We also have a huge dot-com presence, 
with Amazon being the largest. We’ve been in business 
over 45 years. We employ 150 people in Texas and take 
full advantage of NAFTA with a facility in Mexico. � ere’s 
always 100 employees there,” Andy Oyler, director of out-
door retail and licensed sports sales and 17 year veteran 
with the company located in New Braunfels, Texas, said. 

Besides the variety of licensed logo products avail-
able, this company can also do custom work. Imagine 
your logo on a tumbler, mug or water bottle. While visiting 
the Great American Products booth, Michelle Wales from 
Just For Does in Lacygne, Kansas commented, “I like the 

way this looks.” 
Our photo above shows Amanda Woodard, licensed sports 

sales; Andy Oyler, director of outdoor retail and licensed 
sports sales and Scott Gudowic and Brennan Hughes of LTL 
Acorn Outdoors in Green Bay, Wisconsin. For more informa-
tion, visit www.GAP1.com or call Amanda Woodard at (830) 
643-8047 or Andy Oyler at (830) 643-8020.

Brandon Hylton, creative director at Parker Bows, said, 
“Parker had a great 2014 with the legalization of crossbows in 
Wisconsin and other states. � e popularity of crossbows has 
been very well for us. We have two new crossbows this year. 
� e entry level Bushwacker costs $399.95, shoots 300 fps; it 
is lightweight and made in the USA. It comes with a quiver, 
arrows and premium Red Hot strings and cables. It is a good 
entry-level crossbow. We have a mid-level crossbow called the 
Enforcer. It starts at $499.95 and shoots 315 fps. � e nice thing 
about this crossbow, which is probably one of our top sellers, 
is it comes with string suppressors already installed. � at’s 
going to be a nice thing for the consumer.” Hylton is holding 
the Enforcer in the photo below.

You may remember the UltraLite compound bow; now 
enter the UltraLite 30 Plus, one of Parker’s lightest bows 
at 3.7 pounds, shooting 320 fps with an extreme parallel 
limb design, tunable string suppressors and aggressive cams, 
priced at $399.95.
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Also new are upgraded Gale Force and Tornado pack-
ages, creating higher end products to o� er more value. For 
example, the Gale Force package now has Bowjax, a Red 
Hot sling and premium Red Hot crossbow arrows. 

� e Challenger is an updated youth and ladies’ cross-
bow that now sports new Muddy Girl camo for 2015. “We’ve 
seen a lot of interest from customers. It is a nice crossbow 
for small frame shooters,” Hylton said. “We’re one of the 
major crossbow manufacturers that o� er a youth and 
ladies’ crossbow that they can hunt with.” Also available in 
the Muddy Girl pink camo is the Lightning, a compound 
bow good for youth and lady shooters, priced at $299.95.

“We try to be the leaders in what we are doing. � at’s 
why we are making continuing improvements to our prod-
uct,” Hylton added. “We’re trying to cover the market so 
people have options. We try to meet a market: the ‘work-
ing man’s bow.’ You’ll � nd Parker has a� ordable price 
points and great margins for dealers.” Parker is proud of its 
American made products and customer service and stands 
behind the products it produces. Contact the Virginia com-
pany at (540) 337-5426 or visit www.parkerbows.com.

Matt Kuster, owner of 
RealPics Camou� age, proudly 
showed o�  his camo patterns in 
the Innovation Zone. � e com-
pany o� ers camou� age based on 
real pictures of nature, carefully 
composed and color corrected 
so the user can disappear into 
nature. � ese high de� nition/high 
resolution patterns are designed 
for step and repeat printing, large 
repeats up to 60 x 70 inches and 
stack and cut manufacturing. All 
four of the current patterns are 
copyright protected, with two pat-
ent protected, two others patent 
pending and more patterns being 
developed. View current pat-
terns at www.RealPicsCamo.com, 
including Early Season Reed, Late 
Season Reed, Corn, Tree Stand Green, Tree Stand Autumn 
and Tree Stand Winter. Contact Matt Kuster, the Mankato, 
Minnesota based designer, at (507) 344-7428 or email 
mkuster@realpicscamo.com.

Rick Young of Rick Young Outdoors is pictured 

below demonstrating the Ultra Light Bino Harness for Rick 
Phillips, representing Tom’s Sporting Goods of Morristown, 
Tennessee. In the background is Stephen Lowy of Real Game 
Targets in Neptune, New Jersey, who said, “His is the most 
innovative product in the Innovation Zone besides ours.” 

“It’s innovative because it works. Most of the products 
on the market are soft, spongy and sag when you’re wear-
ing them,” Young said. � ey can also vibrate and chatter in 
the wind. As Phillips watched, Young quickly showed him 
the four di� erent ways the Bino Harness can be worn and 
how it can be micro-adjusted for a comfortable, personal 
� t. � e durable composite hardware works in cold weather 
without breaking. � e harness, weighing 1 ounce, is solid 
and still deploys smoothly and quickly for use of any optics 
attached to it. Extra clips and rings can be purchased sepa-
rately to attach to other optics, making it easy to use the 
same Ultra Light Bino Harness for multiple gear. When you 
store the optics, the harness wraps around the gear smaller 
and more tightly than other similar products do. � e basic 
Bino Harness retails for $19.99 and has a two year warranty. 
A safety whistle version is also available for $24.99. See www.

RickYoungOutdoors.com for more informa-
tion or call this Oregon based company at 
(503) 663-3114. 

� e Sherpa Hunting Game Cart is 
lightweight, heavy-duty, compact and easy 
to use to remove game from tight areas or 
woods without vehicle access. � e name of 
the company, “Sherpa,” is derived from the 
Himalayan mountain guides known for their 
mountaineering skills and ability to carry 
weight relative to their body size. Pictured 
below are Brian and Jenn Vandergra� , own-
ers of Sherpa Hunting, holding the compact 
game cart designed, developed and tested 
by Brian, an avid hunter and outdoorsman. 
“� e Sherpa Game Cart kit is a great product 
for any dealer that sells Summit, API or Ol’ 
Man tree stands. � is 10 pound attachment 
converts these treestands into a game cart in 
less than a minute. It allows hunters to use 

their favorite treestand to haul up to 250 pounds of weight. It 
is a great ‘up-sell’ opportunity for any dealer carrying one of 
these three brands of treestands. Contact Sherpa Hunting or 
your favorite distributor for dealer pricing and details,” Brian 
said. Additional information about this North Carolina com-

pany can be found 
at www.sherpa-
hunting.com or 
you can call (828) 
214-7807.

Booth 5454 
was home base 
for ArrowTrade
Magazine during 
the show. Many 
visitors to the 
booth enjoyed the 
display of covers 
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from the most current January 2015 issue back to the � rst 
issue, dated May 1997. Often, people would sit for a bit in a 
comfortable chair as they rested their feet or reviewed mate-
rials. � is group enjoyed camaraderie and some silliness as 
they relaxed and posed for pictures. From left to right in the 
photo above are Chad Hampton, Zach Sutherland, James 
Hampton, Anne Dehn, Shelly Bowman, Joe Schierlinger and 
Mary Waldeck. � e gentlemen are all with Twin Factor TV, 
based in North Branch, Michigan; Bowman and Waldeck 
are with Bowman’s Outdoors Sports in Brown City, Michigan 
and Dehn is the graphic designer and technology manager 
at ArrowTrade Magazine.

� e folks at TenPoint, Wicked Ridge and Horton have 

been busy designing and producing seven new crossbows 
for 2015. With the help of Director of Marketing Philip 
Bednar, pictured here with the Stealth FX4, ArrowTrade 
learned about these new crossbows and the continuing ded-
ication of the company to manufacture quality crossbows.

TenPoint’s new crossbows include the Stealth FX4 and 
the Lady Shadow. � e compact 13.3 inch axle-to-axle Stealth 
FX4 weighs 6.8 pounds and shoots up to 370 fps. � e Lady 
Shadow is only 34.4 inches long, weighs 6.4 pounds, shoots 
up to 350 fps and is covered with the pink Muddy Girl ver-
sion of Shadow Ultra Light camo. Both of these bows include 

Show coverage continues on page 52
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